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Editorial 

 

This issue of the Communications of the Arab Computer Society is 
presented to you with a variety of selected extended articles in Arabic divided in 
two main sections.  

The first section of articles in this issue is based on papers presented at the 
Second Virtual Workshop on Computer Science and Engineering in Arabic held in 
April 2010. The workshop was organized by the Arab Computer Society, the 
Tareeb Al Ulooum  (arabization of science) society, and the Egyptian society of 
Electrical Engineers. The section includes four articles and an editorial written by 
the workshop organizers Dr. Walid Abdelmoez and Ms Marah Al-Taher.  

The first paper provides a survey to gauge the quality of methods, tools and 
processes used by Egyptian companies winning the Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI) ranking, the authors than analyze the results to reach 
recommendations aimed at enriching the software industry in Egypt. The second 
paper describes a teaching methodology for beginning programming courses using 
Alice, a programming environment developed at Carnegie Mellon University. The 
third paper described the benefits and challenges of cloud computing and outlines 
open research problems in this field. The last article describes the projects of the 
Egyptian Association for IT Service Management (EAITSM) in Arabic translation 
in the IT sector and the lessons learned from these projects.   

The second section in the issue presents two research papers which are 
extended versions of papers presented at the 6th International Conference in 
Computing in Arabic which was held in Tunisia in May 2010. The first paper is in 
the area of wireless sensor networks and is authored by Dr. Anis Koubaa, one of 
the very active young Arab researchers in this area. Dr. Anis will also be the guest 
editor in an upcoming special issue of the Communications of the ACS in wireless 
sensor networks. The paper presents an experimental study for link quality 
estimation in wireless sensor networks.  
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The second research paper deals with the emerging research topic of 
developing computer applications to support Islamic jurisprudence and is authored 
by Dr. Yahya El-Hadj, one of the leading researchers in this area. The paper 
develops a tool for memorization of Quranic verses.   

The papers presented in this issue in Arabic are in support of the aim of this 
on-line publication which is stated as follows: “More  generally,  the magazine 
envisions establishing a tradition of scientific discourse in Arabic. At the same time 
it endeavors  to serve  its Arabic speaking  readership by keeping  them abreast of 
recent developments  in  the  field of  computing and  serving  to nurture an Arabic 
speaking knowledge society”. 

  I also would like to take the opportunity to welcome the following 
researchers to the editorial board of this publication, and I am sure they will serve 
to take it further to achieve its mission. 

Mohsen Rouached rouached@coins.csrlab.org, Al-Imam U., KSA 

Anis Koubaa, akoubaa@dei.isep.ipp.pt, Al-Imam U., KSA 

Yahya Al-Hadj m_e_hadj@hotmail.com, Al-Imam U., KSA 

Rabie Ramadan rabie@rabieramadan.org , Cairo Univ., Egypt 

Hassen Sallay hassen_sallay@amansystem.com, Al-Imam U., KSA  

Ahmed Khorsi ahmed_khorsi@yahoo.fr, Al-Imam U., KSA  

Mohamed Abid mohamed.abid_ces@yahoo.fr , ENIS, Sfax, Tunisia  

 

I hope you will find interesting reading in this issue and I will be glad to 
receive your comments and suggestions regarding this issue,  

Hany Ammar, Editor In Chief 

Cairo, Egypt, July 31, 2010 
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